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Cavitation and penetration in central collisions with light ions
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The dynamical evolution of central collisions induced by GeV light-ion projectiles is examined with t
different Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck~BUU! calculations. For projectile energies above 1 GeV incident o
heavy target nuclei, a region of depleted density develops in the core of the nucleus at times of the order
fm/c, producing hot residues with significantly depleted density at longer times. The simulations pre
penetration of the target by the projectile momentum front at incident energies near 4–6 GeV, leading
saturation of deposition energy. These results are examined in the context of marked changes in re
observables reported for light-ion-induced collisions.

PACS number~s!: 25.75.2q, 21.65.1f, 24.10.Cn, 25.70.Pq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of hot heavy residues formed in central c
lisions between light-ion~H and He! projectiles and heavy
target nuclei changes markedly as the beam energy incre
from 1 to 10 GeV@1,2#. One of the most prominent signa
for this transition is the rapid growth~by a factor of;102)
in the probability for complex fragment emission@1–4#.
Over this same energy interval, the totalN-N scattering cross
section remains approximately constant, although the rati
inelastic-to-elastic collisions increases rapidly and the an
lar distributions become strongly forward peaked@5#. Exclu-
sive studies have shown that the observed increase is as
ated with an enhanced probability for multifragmentation
the target residue, and further, have provided evidence
fragment emission from an extended source withr/r0,1/3
@6,7#. Above a beam energy of;8–10 GeV, fragment cros
sections become independent of energy and the mass d
butions cease to vary~limiting fragmentation@4,6,8#!, sug-
gesting that the target nucleus has become transparent t
ther energy deposition. For beams of heavier projectiles,
onset of constant intermediate-mass-fragment charge d
butions occurs at much lower bombarding energies@9#.

It is also over the 1–10 GeV bombarding energy reg
that the inclusive angular distributions for complex fra
ments evolve from forward to sideways peaked with resp
to the beam axis@10,11#. Related studies have shown th
fissionlike events detected transverse to the beam dire
exhibit anomalously high kinetic energies relative to fiss
TKE systematics, suggesting a fast breakup of the res
from a compact scission configuration@12#.

Large projectile energy loss, or stopping, inp1A reac-
tions has been studied in this energy region as well@13,14#.
More relevant to the eventual fate of the targetlike remnan
the question of deposited excitation energy; i.e., the ene
that is available to drive the disintegration of the syste
Recently, measurements with a 4p detector array have pro
vided evidence for deposition energy saturation in the vic
ity of 4 GeV for the 3He1Ag system@15#. Similar conclu-
sions have been reported on the basis of emulsion stu
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with GeV proton and alpha-particle beams@16#. Above this
energy, there is an increase in the number of energe
shower particles, but little change in observables that refl
deposition energy. This may be related to the increasin
forward-focused nature ofN-N scattering and higher pion
momenta associated with increasing incident energy, ther
enhancing transparency for hadrons in the nuclear mediu
It may also be associated with a possible type of Leidenfro
effect in nuclear matter. Thus, questions of both energy de
sition and geometry imposed by the reaction dynamics a
critical to understanding the behavior of hot nuclear matt
formed in very asymmetric nuclear collisions.

II. CALCULATIONS

Transport models, simplified to various degrees, to a
count for GeV light-ion-induced reactions have include
those based on straight-line geometry@17# and intranuclear
cascade approaches@16,18,19#. Intranuclear cascade calcula
tions @18# indicate that the conversion of projectile energ
into internal heating of the residue occurs quite rapid
reaching a maximum after a collision time of about 30 fm
c. In order to gain insight into the dynamical evolution o
targetlike residues formed in light-ion reactions with heav
nuclei and the mechanism for expansion, we examine h
the results of two calculations based on the Boltzmann eq
tion ~BUU! @20,21#. These calculations differ in methods an
some details of physics input. Both use a soft equation
state and employ relativistic kinematics. The calculation d
cussed in@20# utilizes a parallel ensemble method, while tha
discussed in@21# employs a global ensemble method. I
@21#, gradient terms are included in the expression for ener
to account for finite-range effects in the mean field, and fu
ther, a lattice Hamiltonian method is used to integrate dr
terms in the transport equation. In@20#, finite-range effects
result from averaging over finite distance in space. Both c
culations have been confronted on a number of occasio
with different heavy-ion data sets and are in general agr
ment with each other and experiment as far as single-part
energy spectra and global observables are concerned.
1811 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. BUU predictions for
central collisions (b50) of 4.8
GeV 3He ions with 197Au nuclei.
Shown is the time evolution of
two-dimensional invariant density
profiles for a plane cut through the
center of the reside along the beam
axis. Upper figures are from calcu-
lations of @21# ~P.D.! and lower
figures are from calculations based
on @20# ~W.B.!. The Z axis is co-
incident with the beam direction.
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We first compare the two BUU predictions for the 4
GeV 3He1197Au reaction. The impact parameter wasb50
and 250 test particles/nucleon were used in these calc
tions. In Fig. 1, two-dimensional density distributions a
shown as a function of reaction time for a plane cut throu
the center of the nucleus along the beam axis~the results are
symmetric in azimuthal angle!. Results are fairly similar ove
the first 30 fm/c of reaction time, which accounts for th
major part of the energy dissipation and mass loss du
prompt cascade ejectiles. Initially, there is a local buildup
nuclear density (;30%! as the projectile penetrates into t
central region of the target. At reaction times near 20–30
c, a region of depleted density appears in the center of
nucleus, creating an annular shell of nuclear matter.
longer reaction times, the calculation of@20# predicts more
viscous behavior, as the hole persists for a length of t
approaching that for breakup of the system (&100 fm/c
@22#!. On the other hand, in the calculation of@21#, the hole
relaxes after about 50–60 fm/c to an average density o
r/r0;0.4–0.8 and produces a spheroid-shaped residue,
the major axis perpendicular to the beam axis.

To place the differences in the two codes at times gre
than;50 fm/c in perspective, one must realize that the s
tem is entering a low-density instability region in the pha
diagram, characterized by a negative compressibility@23#. In
this instability phase, small fluctuations and small differen
in predictions between the codes, even of numerical ori
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may be amplified exponentially~see also@21#!. While this
severely limits the predictive power of one-body transpor
models for the later stages of the reaction, the initial forma
tion of a density depletion is seen in both models and shou
be considered physical.

Similar results are also obtained in the present BUU ca
culations for proton-induced reactions in this bombarding en
ergy regime, as well as@24# ~using the code of@20#!. Earlier
intranuclear cascade calculations@16# have also indicated a
depleted central density inp1A collisions (r/r0'0.85). In
Fig. 2, the time evolution of the density distributions is
shown for central collisions in the 5 GeVp1Au reaction.
The results are quite similar to those for3He projectiles,
although the3He projectile produces a greater density deple
tion.

A critical question in the coupling of transport codes to
models that describe the decay dynamics involves determ
nation of the reaction time at which the fast cascade n
longer influences the deposition energy~and related thermal
properties! of the excited residue. In Fig. 3, we examine the
time evolution of several relevant average quantities: the in
stantaneous excitation energy per nucleon^E* /A&; the maxi-
mum density of the system,̂r max/r0&; the entropy per
nucleon,^S/A&, and mass losŝDAres& of the residue. Cal-
culations are shown for 4.8 GeV3He incident on108Ag at an
impact parameter of 1.8 fm, using the model of@21#.

Figure 3 demonstrates that during the first 10–20 fm/c,
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FIG. 2. BUU predictions@20,21# for 5 GeV
p1197Au reaction, as in Fig. 1.
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there is a rapid rise in the excitation energy and entropy p
nucleon, accompanied by some density compression. M
loss, on the other hand, is not significant until a reaction tim
of about 20 fm/c is reached. Between;20 and 40 fm/c, the
fast cascade produces significant mass loss, causing a ra

FIG. 3. Evolution of average excitation energy per nucleo
maximum density, entropy per nucleon and residue mass loss in
3 He1108Ag reaction at 4.8 GeV, according to the BUU calculatio
of @21#.
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decrease in the energy density of the system. At the sa
time, the entropy per nucleon approaches a maximum val
indicating that the chaotic regime has been reached. By
reaction time of 40 fm/c, the calculation predicts a system
for which ^E* /A&'9 MeV/nucleon,^rmax/r0&.0.65 and
^S/A&'1.3, corresponding to the region of spinodal decom
position in ther-T phase diagram for finite nuclear matte
@25#. At longer times, the residue excitation energy, mass a
entropy continue to decrease gradually. The density grad
ally decreases from;40 to 80 fm/c, suggesting a slight
degree of expansion, and then begins to evolve toward n
mal matter density. It is during this period that density
diffusive fluctuations would be expected to destabilize suc
systems, leading to nuclear disassembly, or multifragmen
tion.

Figure 3 illustrates the difficulty in determining the exci
tation energy of the system. BothE* and E* /A decrease
gradually with time for reaction times greater than 40 fm
c. Thus, the question of whether breakup occurs early or la
in the evolution of the hot residue is highly relevant to de
fining its thermal properties.

III. RESULTS

The picture that emerges from the model calculations pr
vides a dynamic mechanism for the destabilization and eve
tual fragmentation of hot targetlike nuclei produced in light
ion-induced reactions. While little compression is availab
to drive these processes, the evolution of the shockwavel
momentum front induced by the projectile as it passe
through the central region of the nucleus produces seve
important effects. First, energy is imparted to the targ
nucleus viaN-N scattering and the excitation ofD and
higher resonances, followed by pion reabsorption. Durin
this stage, multiple prompt nucleons are ejected over a tim
scale that is too short for the nuclear mean field to readju
thus forming the residue in a state of depleted density. At th
point, coalescence involving fast cascade nucleons may p
duce significant yields of nonequilibrium light fragments
Subsequently, the nucleus is cooled by particle emission, p
haps accompanied by some expansion, until negative pr
sure develops and the system is driven into the region
diffusive and/or adiabatic instability@25#. The negative pres-
sure limits expansion and causes accumulation of nucle
matter where the density is the largest at a given instant, i.
in the outer shell of the distribution@21#.
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FIG. 4. Kinetic-energy distributions for carbon fragments a
function of collision violence, as determined by total observ
chargeZ obs, for 4.8 GeV

3He1197Au reaction@7#. The dashed line
in each spectrum represents the most-probable-fit peak to
Zobs51–10 spectrum.
The subsequent relaxation of this bubblelike structu
which must depend sensitively on surface and Coulo
forces, should result in fragmentation of the system w
high probability. For example, this could occur in a mon
polelike expansion of the shell@22#. A second scenario is the
condensation of clusters around the cavitation region, con
tent with liquid-vapor coexistence@26,27#. Another possibil-
ity is that the shell could implode on the core, followed by
explosion of the system, similar to a blast wave@28#. In all of
these pictures, the BUU predictions for the geometry of
system indicate that disintegration occurs from an exten
low-density source. This is consistent with the experimen
observation of anomalously low kinetic energies for fra
ments produced in the most violent collisions with light io
@6,7,29#, as shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 5, we examine the influence of projectile ener
on the cavitation process for bombardments of Ag nuc
with 0.9, 1.8, 3.6, and 4.8 GeV3He ions. Here we show the
density distributions along the symmetric axis of the react
plane as a function of reaction time and relative distan
along the beam axis. Results of the two calculations are s
lar for the first 30–40 fm/c, but diverge at longer times.

At 0.9 GeV, where multifragmentation has been observ
experimentally with low probability (;10 mb! @6#, a weak
central density depletion develops after about 30 fm/c. With
increasing reaction time, the cavity disappears as the nuc
appears to expand and relax to an average density
r/r0'0.8 at 60 fm/c. Thereafter, the system returns to no
mal nuclear matter density. As the beam energy increa
the development of the central cavity at times in the vicin
of 30 fm/c becomes more pronounced. The maximum d
sity within the system after that time decreases system
cally to rather low values and does not return to n
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d
FIG. 5. Evolution of the density profiles along the symmetry axis in the3He1108Ag reaction at bombarding energies of 0.9, 1.8, 3.6, an
4.8 GeV. Plots at left are from calculations of@20# and those on the right are calculations based on@21#. Reaction time for each row is
indicated at the right of the figure.
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53 1815CAVITATION AND PENETRATION IN CENTRAL COLLISIONS . . .
mal nuclear matter density until times of the order of 100 f
c. At 4.8 GeV, the region of depleted nuclear density cont
ues to develop as a function of reaction time until it pe
etrates to the opposite side of the nucleus. Thus, rather
bubble formation, a channel of depleted density is crea
through the center of the nucleus. This effect becomes m
pronounced with increasing projectile energy and mass. A
result, one expects the subsequent disintegration of the
tem to become independent of bombarding energy once
projectile penetration is achieved. This is the primary exp
nation for the phenomenon of limiting fragmentation.

This penetration effect is shown more explicitly in Fig.
where density patterns at 30 fm/c, slightly greater than the
nuclear transit time, are shown for the 1.8, 3.6, and 4.8 G
3He1Ag reactions. Once this channel develops, coup
with a saturation in transverse momentum forN-N collisions
@30#, conversion of dissipated energy into internal excitat
energy remains approximately constant. Hence, the dep
tion energy approaches saturation. This is shown for
3He1107Ag system in Fig. 7, using the BUU calculation o
@21#. Here the average total excitation energy~thermal plus
potential!, ^E* &, for central collisions (b51.8 fm! is plotted
as a function of3He bombarding energy. As alluded to ea
lier, the definition of excitation energy in the BUU calcul
tion is time dependent. For the present study, we have ch
the average excitation to correspond to the time inter
40–45 fm/c. At this time, the calculations~Fig. 3! show that
~1! the maximum entropy per nucleon of the system

FIG. 6. Density contour plots in the plane containing the sy
metry axis at a time 30 fm/c from the start of reaction for the
3He1108Ag system as a function of bombarding energy. Plots
left are predictions based on@20# and those on right are based o
@21#.
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reached, and~2! the rate of decrease of excitation energy p
nucleon becomes nearly constant. These seem to be rea
able criteria for defining the onset of thermal behavior. T
error bars for the BUU points in Fig. 7 illustrate the range
excitation energy corresponding to 40 fm/c ~upper limit! and
45 fm/c ~lower limit!.

In Fig. 7, the BUU calculations of̂E* & are also com-

FIG. 8. Average IMF multiplicities~j! and cross sections~s!
for IMF multiplicitiesM>2 andM>3 as a function of3He energy
@7,31#.

m-
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n

FIG. 7. Average excitation energy~top!, residue mass~middle!,
and excitation energy per cascade nucleon~bottom! in central
3 He1108Ag reactions as a function of beam energy. Open poi
~dot-dashed line! represent values obtained using the BUU code
@21#. The solid line has been obtained with the intranuclear casc
calculation of@19# for the fast rearrangement option in the code a
the dashed curve is for the slow rearrangement option.
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FIG. 9. IMF multiplicity distributions and
thermal energy distributions for 1.8, 3.6, and 4
GeV 3He1natAg reactions@15,32#.
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pared with the INC codeISABEL @19# for impact parameter
b51.8 fm. The upper INC calculation assumes the fast re
rangement option in the code and the lower curve is for s
rearrangement@19#. Maximum excitation energies ar
achieved with the fast rearrangement option. Within the
certainties of the calculations, there is good qualitative ag
ment between the BUU and INC predictions, especially
their approach to excitation energy saturation. The diff
ences in absolute magnitude are most likely due to the
that the BUU calculation includes both kinetic and poten
energy components of the excitation energy, whereas
INC does not include the potential energy. For systems w
depleted density, this may be an important difference. T
effect of impact parameter on excitation energy satura
should also be noted. As discussed in@15#, the INC model
predicts that as the impact parameter increases, the ons
excitation energy saturation occurs at progressively lo
bombarding energies. The reader should also be remin
that the INC predicts broad distributions inE* and DA,
whereas the BUU produces only a single average value.
all cases, the predicted residue mass is quite similar, as i
average excitation energy per cascade nucleon lost by
residue. The behavior of the energy converted into deposi
energy per cascade nucleon suggests that beyond abo
GeV 3He energy, this quantity becomes nearly independ
of bombarding energy. The rise at low energy reflects
increased probability for thermalization of the projectile e
ergy.

The model calculations are in accord with experimen
excitation function data for the3He1natAg system, which
indicate a saturation in deposition energy near 4 GeV bo
barding energy@15#. This is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for sev
eral variables, including the IMF probabilities and multipli
ity distributions@7,31# and the distribution of total observe
thermalized energy per event~the thermalized energy is th
total kinetic energy in an event after nonequilibrium ejecti
have been removed@15,32#!. The data at 3.6 and 4.8 GeV a
nearly identical for all variables in Figs. 8 and 9 as well
other observables believed to be strongly correlated with
citation energy deposition, such as thermal charged par
multiplicities and total observed ejectile charge@15,32#. This
interpretation is also consistent with the observation of li
iting fragmentation@8# and constant IMF charge distribution
for energetic light-ion-induced reactions@4,6#.

Finally, another aspect of the BUU density profiles rela
to the observed sideways peaking of fragment angular di
butions near;10 GeV in p1A reactions@10,11#. In the
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BUU simulations, this comes about in two ways, both
which involve significant transverse momentum trans
First, for midcentral collisions, the cavity that forms in t
wake of the projectile momentum front erodes away one
of the target, leaving a highly excited residue with a sign
cant transverse momentum component. This is illustrate
Fig. 10 for the 4.8 GeV3He1197Au reaction with the code
of @20#. Here the impact parameter isb54.6 fm. Clearly,
residues formed in such interactions will experience pre
ential emission in a direction perpendicular to the beam a
thus producing the observed sideways peaking.

Second, for more central collisions, conditions for em
sion of fragments transverse to the beam direction dev
once a channel of highly depleted density is formed, as
gested by Fig. 6. In this case, not only is there a signific
momentum component perpendicular to the beam axis,
the Coulomb field of the system favors focusing towa
90° in the residue system. If fluctuations in the reaction
namics favor the formation of only two fragments early
the reaction time, a special situation develops, i.e., a clea
of the nucleus along a plane@17#. In this case, the scissio
configuration is more compact than for the distended sha
characteristic of normal binary fission events, resulting

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional BUU profiles for a midcentral impa
parameter ofb54.6 fm for the 4.8 GeV3 He1197Au reaction, us-
ing the model of@20#.
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greater Coulomb repulsion and more energetic fragments
addition, mass loss during the fast cascade should prod
lighter than normal fragments. A similar interpretation w
proposed by Wilkinset al. @12# to explain observation of a
binary fissionlike component with anomalously high kine
energies and lighter than average masses in the 12 G
p1238U reaction. Similar arguments have been used
Hüfner @17# to explain these results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The picture that emerges from these BUU investigatio
of the reaction dynamics suggests a time-dependent mod
multifragmentation, similar to that proposed by Friedm
@22# and Nörenberg@33#. In the schematic model of Fried
man, multifragmentation is viewed as the consequence
monopole expansion of the excited nucleus driven by th
mal pressure. During expansion, nucleons and fragments
be emitted from the hot system. In general, this proces
viewed as a volume increase of a system with an appro
mately constant number of constituent nucleons. The t
dependence of the BUU calculations investigated here yie
an analogous result, except that the dilute phase is at l
partially attained by the rapid removal of multiple nucleon
coalesced fragments from an approximately constant volu
~since there is insufficient time for significant collective b
havior!. The success of a hybrid model based on an int
nuclear cascade@19# expanding emitting source@22# calcu-
lation in fitting intermediate mass fragment multiplicitie
energy spectra and large-angle velocity correlations@7,34#
may have its origin in this correspondence.

In summary, we have examined results from two sepa
BUU calculations to investigate the dynamics and ene
deposition in light-ion-induced reactions. The results indic
that at bombarding energies of several GeV, central collisi
produce a depleted region of nuclear density in the cente
the target nucleus at reaction times in the interval 20–50
c. This bubblelike structure may provide a mechanism
. In
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account for expansionlike behavior of nuclei formed in lig
ion-induced reactions, leading to eventual multifragmen
tion and characterized by very low-energy fragments@7#.
This may resolve the discrepancy between experiment
previous BUU/QMD calculations@35,36#, where purely ther-
mal heating of uniform spherical nuclei resulted in little e
pansion. In two-step models of multifragmentation, the
pleted density of the hot residue needs to be considere
the application of the breakup mechanism.

At 3He energies near 4 GeV for Ag targets, the BU
model predicts that the projectile collision front will pe
etrate the target nucleus, leading to a saturation of depos
energy beyond this bombarding energy. This saturatio
also predicted by INC calculations. In general, there is ag
ment between the two models, except that the omissio
potential energy in calculating the excitation energy with
INC model leads to somewhat lower values for dens
depleted systems. The predicted saturation in energy de
tion is consistent with numerous observations of ene
independent behavior in the properties of target resid
formed in such reactions. Finally, the simulations can qu
tatively account for the transition from forward to sidewa
peaking in the fragment angular distributions and detec
of unusually energetic fission-like phenomena over the
ergy regime 1–10 GeV.
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